**Be-tipul** : (In treatment) : (DVD)  
14255,ID  
**COLOR** 70 MIN **PASSION RI** 1986  
Ami Ankilewitz is a 3D computer animator working in Israel. He was born with a rare form of muscular dystrophy, with the prognosis of not living past the age of 6. He returns to the United States at the age of Thirty-four, now with the use of only a single finger and weighing thirty-nine pounds, to confront the childhood doctor who predicted his early demise. During his travels, he pursues a lifelong dream: to ride a Harley Davidson. Written and directed by Dani Menken. This DVD version features widescreen letterboxed presentation; Deleted scenes; Exclusive interviews; Featurettes; Director's commentary; Ami's animated short film.

Documentary films—United States; Spinal muscular atrophy – Patients – Biography; People with disabilities – Biography; Ankilewitz, Ami; Menken, Dani.

**The band’s visit** : (Bikur ha-Tizmoret) : (DVD)  
14134,ID  
**COLOR** 87 MIN **SONY PICTU** 2007  
An Egyptian police band travels to Israel to perform at an Arab Cultural Center. The band gets on the wrong bus and end up stranded in a remote desolate Israeli village. The men fear the worst, but have no other option than to spend the night. The townspeople prove to be welcoming of the men and their music to their town. The Arabs and the Jews, people of two distinct cultures, learn they share common bonds. Cast includes Sasson Gabai, Ronit Elkabetz, Saleh Bakri, Khalfia Natour. Written and directed by Eran Kolirin. This DVD version features widescreen presentation; "The band's visit: making the fairy tale," Photo gallery; Languages: English, Hebrew, Arabic; Subtitles: English; English closed captioned for the deaf and hearing impaired.

Feature films—Israel; Feature films—France; Feature films – United States; Bands (Music) – Egypt – Alexandria – Drama; Jewish-Arab relations – Drama; Villages – Israel – Drama; Israel – Drama; City and town life – Israel – Drama; Kolirin, Eran.

**Be-tipul** : (In treatment)  
*For descriptions see individual titles:*  
Be-tipul : (In treatment) : the complete first season) : (DVD-PAL)  
Be-tipul : (In treatment : the second season) : (DVD-PAL)

Be-tipul : (In treatment : the complete first season) : (DVD-PAL)  
14568,ID  
**COLOR** 999 MIN **GLOBUS YUN** 2006  
Be-tipul : (In treatment) Series - The complete first season of the Israeli television program "Be-tipul: (In treatment)." The show follows Ruben Dagan, a brilliant psychologist, through his weekly meetings with his patients, including his appointment with his own therapist. The show was adapted for U.S. audience as an HBO series "In treatment." Directed by Hagai Levi and Nir Bergman. In Hebrew, with English and Hebrew subtitles. The running time for this collection is 1380 minutes. This DVD collection is in the PAL Region 2 format and must be played on a Multi-region machine.

Television programs – Israel; Psychotherapy; Psychotherapy – Israel; Therapist and patient – Drama; Psychologists – Israel; Psychtherapist and patient – Drama.

**Beaufort** : (DVD)  
14254,ID  
**COLOR** 126 MIN **KINO INTER** 2007  
Israeli soldiers have held Beaufort, a heavily fortified mountain stronghold deep in occupied Lebanon for 18 years. The fortress is sacred to both Israelis and Arabs alike. The order comes down to abandon the position, detonate the warren of bunkers that soldiers have held for so many years and come home. Hezbollah intensifies their assault on the position, which puts the Israelis in danger of being massacred as they withdrew, turning a good faith military action into a lost cause. From the novel by Ron Leshem. Cast includes Oshri Cohen, Itay Tiran, Eli Eltoneyo, Ohad Knoller. Written by Ron Leshem and Joseph Cedar. Directed by Joseph Cedar. This DVD version features letterboxed presentation; Beaufort: Behind the scenes; Nine deleted scenes; Trailers; In Hebrew, with optional English subtitles.

Feature films–Israel; Soldiers – Israel – Drama; Soldiers – Lebanon – Drama; Beaufort Castle (Lebanon) – Drama; Cedar, Joseph, 1968-.

**Bonjour Monsieur shelomi** : (ha-Kochavim shel shlomi) : (DVD)  
14322,ID  
**COLOR** 94 MIN **STRAND REL** 2003  
Sixteen-year-old Shlomi lives with his restless mother, his soldier brother, and their ill grandfather. Although not doing well in school, Shlomi is a gifted cook and takes care of most household chores. One day, the school's principal finds out Shlomi is actually a genius and tries to get him into a more suitable curriculum. However, Shlomi is more interested in taking care of his family and his new love interest, the beautiful girl next door. Cast includes Oshri Cohen, Arieh Elias, Elia Zakhem, Aya Koren, Yigal Naor, Albert Illouz, Jonathan Rozen, Rotem Abuhas, Assi Cohen, Rotem Zisman, Nissim Dayan. Written and directed by Shemi Zarhin. This DVD version features letterbox presentation; In Hebrew, with optional English subtitles.

Feature films–Israel; Teenagers – Israel – Drama; Zarhin, Shemi.

**Children of the sun** : (Yalde ha-shemesh) : (DVD)  
14162,ID  
**COLOR** 90 MIN **LAMA FILMS** 2007  
A documentary film which follows the lives of people brought up in the Kibbutzim in 1920s and 30s Israel, a social experiment to create a new and improved human. In this young idealist society, traditional family was replaced by the collective, the individual's will was subjugated to the common good and everyone was equal. The film uses footage from dozens of amateur films and rare footage shot between 1930 and 1970 to create a very personal and a very public description of the era. Written and directed by Ron Tal. This DVD version features extra rare archive materials; In Hebrew, with English subtitles.

Documentary films – Israel; Kibbutzim: Israel; Jews – Israel – Interview; Children – Israel; Israel – Social conditions – 20th century; Tal, Ron.

**Desperado square** : (Kikar Ha-Halomati) : (DVD)  
14292,ID  
**COLOR** 93 MIN **SISU HOME** 2001  
Twenty-five years after the town's cinema was closed, the son of the theater owner has a dream in which his father orders him to re-open. The cinema had been a beacon of light to the residents of the small village outside of Tel Aviv before it was closed; when the theater is re-opened the community comes to life. Old passions and old feuds are rekindled and the mystery of why the theater was closed so many years ago is revealed. Cast
Late marriage : (Hatuna meuheret) : (DVD)

Kippur : (DVD)

ha-Hesder : (Time of favor) : (DVD)

A history of Israeli cinema : parts 1 & 2 : (Historyah shel ha-kolnoa 'ha-ysreelii') : (DVD)

Kippur : (DVD)

Late marriage : (Hatuna meheheret) : (DVD)

Life according to Agfa : (ha-Havim 'al pi Agfa) : (DVD)

Noodle : (DVD-PAL)

Or (my treasure) : (or, mon tresor) : (DVD)

The policeman : (Ha-shoter azulai) : (DVD)

includes Yona Ellen, Mohammed Bakri, Joseph Shiloach, Uri Gavriel, Nir Levy, Tamara Dayan, Sharon Raginayo, Ayelet Zorber, Uri Klauzner, Shlomi Saranga, Yonatan Dani, Baruch Sassoon, Y.R. Morad. Screenplay and directed by Benny Toraty. This DVD version features interactive menus; Scene selection; Wide screen presentation; The making-of; Music video clip; Featurette by director Benny Toraty; Video clips "The costumes;" Interview with Morad the "Baboon;" Language: English; Subtitles: optional English, Hebrew, or French.


A taut thriller about the tense relationship between the orthodox nationalists and the Israeli military in the West Bank. Both a politically-psychological drama and a love story between a passionate woman and two best friends. Raises questions of faith to one's religion, duty to one's nation, and love for oneself. Cast includes Aki Avni, Assi Dayan, Eden Alperman, Tinkerbell. Written and directed by Joseph Cedar. This DVD version features letterboxed presentation; Original theatrical trailer; In Hebrew, with English subtitles.

Feature films–Israel; Tseva haganah le-Yisra'el – Drama.; Triangle (Interpersonal relations) – West Bank – Drama.; West Bank – Drama.; Cedar, Joseph, 1968-.

A survey and celebration of Israeli cinema. The evolution of the industry is traced alongside political and social history. Part one spans the years 1933 to 1978 covering the overlap between the Zionist struggle to form a state and the propagandistic qualities of revolutionary cinema. Part two, follows the shift to reality-based filmmaking in the late 70's, and the transition from the political films of the 80's to the more personal style of current cinema. Clips from seventy years of Israeli films are woven together with commentary from filmmakers, scholars, and critics revealing a cinematic national identity that is linked to the ever-changing emotional reality of the country. Included in the film are Amos Gitai, Joseph Cedar, Aki Avni, Yehuda Ne'eman, Menahem Golan, Moshe Ivgy, Ronit Elkabetz, Zeev Revach. Screenplay by Sergey Rokotov. A film by Raphael Nadjari. In Hebrew, with English subtitles.

Feature films–Israel; Documentary films – Israel.; Motion pictures – Israel – History.; Nadjari, Raphael, 1971-.

The story takes place in 1973 during the Yom Kippur War in which Egypt and Syria launched attacks in Sinai and the Golan Heights and is told through the perspective of Israeli soldiers on another day at war. The day begins with quiet city streets, but ends with death, destruction and devastation of both body and mind. Cast includes Oded Menashe, Uri Raz, Klauber, Yoram Hattab, Guy Amir, Juliano Men. Screenplay by Amos Gitai and Marie-Jose Sanselme. Directed by Amos Gitai. This DVD version features letterboxed presentation; Theatrical trailer; In Hebrew, with English subtitles.

Feature films–Israel; Soldiers – Israel – Drama.; Israel-Arab War, 1973 – Drama.; Gittai, Ayelet, 1950-.

At thirty-seven, Miri is a twice-widowed, El Al flight attendant. Her well-regulated existence is suddenly turned upside down by an abandoned Chinese boy whose migrant-worker mother has been summarily deported from Israel. The film is a touching comic-drama in which two human beings – as different from each other as Tel Aviv is from Beijing – accompany each other on a remarkable journey, one that takes them both back to a meaningful life. Cast includes Milli Avital, BaoQi Chien, Alon Abutbul, Sinaya Ben-Dor, Yiftach Klein. Written and directed by Raphael Nadjari. In Hebrew, with English subtitles. This DVD is in the Region 2 PAL format and must be played with a Multi-Region machine.


A young girl matures towards independence. A high school student, she has a job and a budding relationship with a young man. Her biggest responsibility is taking care of her mother, an aging street prostitute who despite poor health keeps returning to the street to work against her daughter's wishes. The young girl feels constrained by her duty to help her mother whose self-destructive behavior might doom them both and the pull of an uncrossed life she is establishing on her own. The film is a coming-of-age story set on the streets and back alleys of Tel Aviv. Cast includes Ronit Elkabetz, Dana Ivgy, Moshar Cohen, Katia Zimbris, Shmuel Edelman. Written by Keren Yedaya and Sari Ezouz. Directed by Keren Yedaya. This DVD version features letterboxed presentation; "The making of Or" (28 min.): Trailers; Stills gallery; In Hebrew, with English subtitles.


A kindhearted police officer of the Jaffa Police Force has been a loyal public servant for twenty years. His kind heart and benevolence have endeared him to the local community. The policeman makes the criminals' life easier, so they don't want to see him go. His supervisors welcome his departure, tired of his good natured policing. The criminal element comes up with a plan to keep the policeman on the force, they device a grand scheme to have him solve a crime of their creation, publicly proving his worth to the force and the people of Jaffa. The problem turns out to be he might not be competent enough to...
solve the crime. Cast includes Shaike Ophir, Avner Hizkiyahu, Itzik Rachammov, Zahiria Haifai, Nitz Shaul, Joseph Shiloach, Arieh Itzhak, Efraim Stan, Gabi Armani, Yaakov Banai. Screenplay and directed by Efraim Kishon. This DVD version features Interactive menus in English, Hebrew, and French; Scene selection; Full screen presentation; Bonus features: “The Israeli Theater of Efraim Kishon” featurette (Hebrew with English subtitles); In Hebrew, with English subtitles.

Feature films–Israel; Police – Drama.; Ofir, Shaikeh.; Kishon, Efraim

✿ Promised land : (Ha-arets Ha-muvtah) : (DVD-PAL)
14570,ID
COLOR 87 MIN NMC UNITED 2004
Drama about a group of Eastern European women who find themselves victims of a sex slave operation in the eastern Sinai. The young girls from Estonian are smuggled through Egypt to be auctioned off as prostitutes in Israel. Cast includes Rosamund Pike, Diana Bespechni, Hanna Schygulla, Anne Parillaud, Alla An, Kristina Likhnyiskii, Katya Drabkin, Yussuf Abu-Warda, Amos Lavi. Screenplay by Amos Gitai and Marie-Jose Sanselme. Directed by Amos Gitai. In Hebrew, with English, French, and Hebrew subtitle options. This DVD is in the PAL format and must be played using a Multi-region machine.


✿ Sima the witch : (Simah Vaknin mekhashefah) : (DVD)
14251,ID
COLOR 103 MIN SISU HOME 2003
A story about the ability of a nice grandmother to grant curses and blessings, and how that ability is used and abused by those around her. Cast includes Tiki Dayan, Lior Ashkenazi, Ami Smolarchik, Sharon Elmlech, Rotem Abuhab. Screenplay and directed by Dror Shaul. This DVD version features interactive menus in Hebrew and English; Chapter selections; Widescreen presentation; Commentary by director and crew; deleted scenes; Behind the scenes; Clip: the film's premiere; Music video clip of theme song; Trailer, TV spot, and TV Review; Language: Hebrew; Subtitles: optional English and Hebrew.

Feature films–Israel; Witches – Drama.; Shaul, Dror

✿ Waltz with Bashir : (DVD)
14233,ID
COLOR 90 MIN SONY PICTU 2008
An Israeli veteran of the First Lebanon War, becomes concerned about gaps in his memories about his involvement in the conflict. He encounters and old friend suffering from nightmares of the conflict and is spurred to unravel the memories of events he has lost. The man travels around the world to interview old friends and comrades in an effort to uncover the truth, he dares to confront the horrors of war. The film fuses animation and documentary to tell the story. Written and directed by Ari Folman. This DVD version features wide screen presentation; Commentary with director Ari Folman; Surreal soldiers: making Waltz with Bashir; Q&A with Ari Folman; Building the scenes animatics; Languages: English and Hebrew; Subtitles: English.